APPLICATION FOR 2016 ENTRY

Application to the UW Bonica Scholars program requires four steps:

I. Apply to the UW Anesthesiology Program through the ERAS system

II. Attend for Q&A session on the afternoon prior to general interviews: dates for this year are **Sunday November 22, 2015 & Sunday January 13, 2016 at 14:30** in the Department of Anesthesiology & Pain medicine (Details will be sent when an interview is arranged)

III. Submit this application indicating your interest in being considered for the Bonica Scholars Program (answer questions 1 -5 below)

IV. Submit your application via the NRMP. The track number is **1918040C2 “Anesthesiology-Bonica Scholar”** (candidates will be ranked in this track by the program).

Given the very limited number of position the program will also rank outstanding candidates for the other UW anesthesiology programs and candidates are strongly encourage to rank the other UW Anesthesiology programs as well.

1. Full Name (as indicated on your ERAS application): ______________________________________

2. ERAS ID #: ______________________________________

Please answer the following questions – add additional pages as necessary. (Please limit your answers to a total of 1000 words).

3. Why did you become interested in a research career?

4. What do you consider to be the important question(s) that research in anesthesiology and / or pain medicine and /or critical care can answer or contribute to the advance of medicine?

5. The life of a dedicated academic physician is demanding of both time and energy. How will you attempt to achieve appropriate balance between your research interests and other professional and personal activities, so that your enthusiasm and success as an academic physician can be sustained?"

Thank you for your application and your interest in the Bonica Scholars Program.

Email the completed form to **kjsouter@w.edu**.

Alternatively print the completed application and either fax it to us at (206) 543-2958 FAO Louena Goodwin., or mail it to **Dr KJ Souter Dept of Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine, University of Washington, Box 356540, 1959 NW Pacific St, Seattle WA 98195**.

**DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE RANKING FOR THE MATCH IS JANUARY 31, 2016**